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KARACHI: THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF PAKISTAN which 
preserves a numerous number of historical and ancient things 
inside it is located in Karachi, Burns Garden, Dr. Ziauddin Ahmed 
Road in 1970. The fundamental target of building up the National 
Museum was to gather, protect, study, and display the records of 
the cultural history of Pakistan and what's more, to advance an 
educated understanding into the character of its kin. The National 
Museum of Pakistan was previously established in Frere Hall in 
1950, replacing the ancient Victoria Museum. When the Museum 
was introduced then the Government of Pakistan regarded it 
insightful to comprise an Advisory Council with an essential 



obligation to guide the Museum on the issues of advancing its 
assortment through new acquisitions and acquisition of ancient 
pieces and works of arts. And as burns Garden, established 
before the creation of Pakistan is considered as the one of the  
first gardens of Pakistan, And as country’s treasure was approved 
for the National museum, And soon the construction began and a 
five floor building was made and all the disorganized ancient and 
historical things were gathered and placed inside the national 
museum.  
Recently only ground and first floor are used for the museum display 
galleries. The Building is specifically designed for the purpose of 
museum. There is also a lash green lawn outside it. All galleries are 
set up in chronological sequence as follows: 
PRE-HISTORIC (Two Million - 2500 B.C.)  
PROTO-HISTORIC (2500 - 1500 B.C.) 
LATE HARAPPA (2200 — 800 B.C.). 
GANDHARA GALLERY (2nd-- 6th Century A.D.). 
HINDU GALLERY (6th — 16th Century A.D.). 
QURAN GALLERY. 
COINS GALLERY. 
FREEDOM MOVEMENT GALLERY. 
ETHNOLOGY GALLERY. 
ISLAMIC GALLERY. 
ISLAMIC ART & CRAFT  

In GANDHARA GALLERY you can see many well-preserved 
sculptures of Hindus and Buddhist, 
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PARVATI 

One of them is of Parvati who is the Hindu goddess of fertility, love, 
beauty, marriage, children, and devotion; as well as of divine strength 
and power.in this sculpture she is standing with ganesha and 
karttikeya on her right and left respectively she is shown with padma 
in the right normal hand and the left hand is damaged and lost. The 
donor and scrolls are depicted in the lower pedestal. The kirtimukha 
sign is figured at the top. 
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EXQUISITELY CRAVED DOMESTIC SHRINE  

This wooden exquisitely craved object is meant for performing Hindu 
rituals at home, worshiping of a deity by presenting flowers, incense 
burning and other offerings. This is embellished with some floral and 
myth-oriented scenes. Eight legs of the shrine are bearing the figures 
of the elephants, peacocks and makara (a mythological Sea creature) 
and also carved figures of yogis, snakes bracketed women are among 
the conspicuous representations.  
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ELEPHANT PILLARS  

The elephant pillar, a fine specimen for the elegance of their modeling 
and symmetrical arrangements of the motif on both sides. It has been 
raised from the back of the elephants and divided into six 
compartments depicting different gods, damsels and attendants with 
peacock and dancing damsels correspond with the right pillar. Some 
of the figurines have been brought from Lakshmi Temples, as the 
Elephants are significantly associated with Sri-lakshmi in her 
representation as Gaja- Lakshami. 
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BHAGAVAD OR BHAGWAT GITA 
The bhagavad Gita often referred to as the Gita, is a 700 verse 
Sanskrit scripture that is part of the Hindu epic Mahabharata 
(chapters 23 _40 bhishma parva ) the gita is set in a narrative 
framework of a dialogue between pandava prince arjuna and his 
guide and charioteer krishna at the start of the dharma yuddha 
(righteous war) between pandavas and kauravas arjuna is filled 
with moral dilemma and despair about the violence and death the 
war will cause he wonders if he should renounce and seeks 
krishna’s counsel, whose answers and discourse constitute the 
bhaghadvad gita krishna counsel arjuna to “fulfill his kshatriyas 
(warriors)duty to uphold the dharma” “through selfless action” the 
krishna _ arjuna dialogue covers a broad range of spiritual topics, 
touching upon ethical dilemmas and philosophical issues that go 
far beyond the war arjuna faces 
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Another significant thing about this book is that is written with the 
help of original fruits colors  
“ I have always heard the name of this book, but I am seeing this 
book Gita for the first time, that is great that it is displayed in  
Pakistan's museum” said ( Alishba, a visitor)  

 
BODHISATTVA  

A bodhisattva is a customary individual who takes up a course in 
their life that moves toward Buddha. Any individual who 
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coordinates their consideration, their life, to rehearsing the 
lifestyle of a Buddha is a bodhisattva. 
“ If you sit in this position you’ll see that you have started 
remembering things and that is a guaranty” said (Anwar Hussain, 
a curator )  

 

TAKHT-I-BAHI MONASTERY 
Takht-i-Bahi “Throne of the water spring” one of the best-known 
Buddhist monuments in Gandhara are the ruins of stupa and 
monastery of Takht-I- bahi located on a rocky bridge, about 15 miles of 
north east Mardan, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. The site is 
considered among the most overwhelming relics of Buddhism in all of 
Gandhara, and has been "especially well-safeguarded." The ruins 
located 500 feet above the plane and approached by a steep and 
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winding path. The features which distinguish it from the other Buddhist 
establishments are its architectural diversity and its romantic and 
extraordinary settings in the high mountains. It is composed of an 
assemblage of buildings and is the most complete Buddhist 
monastery in Pakistan. All of the buildings on the site are constructed 
from local stone, and are mortared with lime and mud. The exposed 
buildings here include the main stupa and two courtyards created on 
the different terraces, augmented with votive stupa and shrines, the 
monastic quadrangle surrounded by the cells for monks and a large 
square hall of assembly. In one of the stupa courtyards is a line of 
colossal buddhas, which were originally 16 to 20 feet high .it has been 
estimated that the site was selected for building these Buddhist 
establishment some times in the first century B.C. and the building 
activities continued until the time it was destroyed by the white Huns 
under mihirakula. however, some construction was carried out later 
until the 6th_7th century A.D. The most important buildings so erected 
here include the monastic complex located on the northern bridge, 
access to which was provided through majestic gates on the north and 
south. The monastery is located on a higher level approached by a 
flight of steps, while the main stupa is accessible through a bigger 
flight of 19 steps. The stupa court measured 116 feet long and 15 feet 
broad. There are 35 votive stupas embellished with figures in stucco 
The surrounding walls of the courtyard have recessed chapels of 
various sizes.  

In ISLAMIC GALLERY there are around 51 Qur'anic categorizes with 
their writer's name and the published date, each one them has some 
uniqueness in their own 
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A PORTION OF THE QURAN  

This category of qur'anic history is written in the 5th century and most 
significant thing about this unique piece is that it is written on the 
deer's skin. And still it is preserved safely in the museum for the 
display. 

“I am amazed by this beauty, and still it is preserved, this is surely a 
big day for me as being a Muslim to see Quranic history ‘’ said  (Rafia, 
a visitor )  
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In ISLAMIC ART & CRAFT gallery you can see the culture and 
historical importance of all four provinces, SINDH, PUNJAB, 
BALOCHISTAN AND KPK. All of them holds their own beauty which is 
beautifully portrayed over there. 

 
CARPET WEAVING 

The material basically employed in oriental carpets is of wool, goat 
hair, camel hair and cotton silk, one of the oldest of luxurious material, 
which is less commonly use in carpet weaving. The material is 
carefully selected, sorted scoured and spun. And the design, motifs 
and pattern use in carpets are common heritage, travelling from 
country to country. 
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The main purpose of the museum is to aware and entertain the people 
about the real history, because many individuals are not aware of that 
so the importance of this museum is that it is presenting individuals 
with different categories of galleries which provide different ken of 
different eras. 
 The Entrance to the Museums is through the main gate. And it is 
opened to the public on all six days of the week, except 
Wednesday, closed. observing the following timings. Which are 
from 09:00 am to 05:00 pm. 
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